# 481 Multi-functions Baby Stroller
Assembly and Use Instructions

- Single hand folding operation
- Stretchable Foot Rest
- Swivel Front Wheels
- 3-position reclining back Seat

Be sure to carefully read this instruction manual before using the product to ensure proper use of the stroller and keep it for future reference.
I. To Unfold and Assemble

1. To open Frame: Release side clip, grip handle and lift up quickly until hear clicks; Press down the whole handle until hear clicks; Figure 1

2. To assemble the rear wheels: Remove the cotter pin and washer, then slide on the wheel onto axle with hub on the inside; Slide on the washer, insert straight side of cotter pin through the hole in the axle. Snap on the wheel cover. Figure 2

3. To assemble rear wheel assembly: Align the wheel base pegs with rear leg tube sockets, insert into until the little tabs spring out. (to remove: Press the little taps and pull out). Figure 3

4. To assemble the front wheels: Align front wheel assembly sockets with frame tubes. Push wheel assemblies onto frame tube until they click into positions. Slide the footrest down until they snap into places. Press down the tabs to disassemble front wheel assemblies. Figure 4

5. To assemble the front bar: Insert the front bar pegs into holes in the base, until hear clicks. To remove, press down side buttons and pull out completely. Figure 5

6. To assemble the footrest: Lock the hook of the foot rest bottom into the fixing patch on the front frame, align the rear function rings onto the bar, press down hardly until hear clicks. Figure 6

7. To assemble the seat back assembly: Align the rabbit on the seat back into the seat base rectangle notches until hear clicks. To disassemble: Press down plastic pins on side of the rabbits and pull the seat assembly at the same time. Figure 7
8. To assemble seat upholstery: There are two sets of buckled webbings under the upholstery. Unlock them into 4 separated heads and round them (through holes between seat side tubes and main frame) onto the frame seat tubes. Buckle them to fasten the seat upholstery. Figure 8

9. To assemble canopy: Align canopy poles ends with plastic rectangle sockets, insert hardly until into the end. Figure 9

10. To Assemble Side wing: Align the female buttons with male ones and snap them. Figure 10

11. To adjust reclining back: Pull the adjusting bar and lie down to lower positions; Push seat back for upper positions. Figure 11

12. To use Brakes: When stroller is stopped, press down on both rear brake levers with foot. To unlock, lift up with toe. Figure 12

13. To adjust the canopy: To open: Pull the canopy frame forward and settle down the side brackets. To close: unlatch the bracket and push back the frame. Figure 13

14. To use the stretchable foot-rest: Move up the board and pull outside the support wire to extend seat length. Figure 14
5. To use front swivel lock: Press down on swivel lock lever to swivel; Pull back the swivel lock lever and fix it into the base notch, the wheel can only move steadily. Figure 15

6. To use Restraint System: To unlock buckle, press in on center button and pull harness out from each side. To buckle, push each side of harness back into buckle until each clicks in place. Figure 16

7. To fold the stroller: Before folding, please move the seat back to the up position and close the canopy. To fold: Grasp the plastic grip centers on the handle. Press down the button and twist the grip anti-clockwise until can not move any more. Hold it tightly and press down to fold the stroller. Figure 19

To Adjust Harness Straps

A
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To adjust shoulder straps length: To tighten, pull out on strap end (3). To loosen, pull up top loop (1), then pull on strap (2). Figure 17

B
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To adjust waist strap length: To shorten, pull bottom loop (2) down, then pull on strap end (1). To lengthen, pull out top loop (3), then pull out on buckle. Figure 18
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